Analysis of Scientific and Technical Literature in the Big Data
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Abstract—Compared with the others data, scientific and technical literature is multi-source and multiple types. Its content is more emphasis on technical and correlation. In order to analyze and evaluate it, the paper got the value of correlation based on VSM. And it introduced the value of correlation into evaluation indexes of scientific and technical papers and patents in China. Experimental results showed that the method was reasonable and it could improve the traditional evaluation method of scientific and technical literature. The work in this paper will provide a good foundation for the future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the arrival of the era of big data, data has permeated into all sides of human life[1]. We are not only users but also producers of data. With the development of scientific and technical, the growth rate of information increases and Internet improves efficiency of information sharing which brings convenience to users. Under this circumstance, users’ information demand increases the rapid growth of data amount. What’s more, data formats have diversified greatly so as to express users’ need vividly. Information is displayed to users in not only text but also video and audio format. The content of scientific and technical literature is the most technical which contains valuable information. The amount of scientific and technical literature and its users are huge and grow rapidly. As a result, process and analysis of multisource scientific and technical literature has become one of the most pressing issues among the study of scientific and technical literature. The characteristic of multisource scientific and technical literature, which includes scientific and technical literature periodicals, patents, scientific and technical literature policy, scientific reports, thesis etc. is the diversity of data sources, document type, document content and date format. The main features of scientific and technical literature are:1) Difference of data structure: data format of scientific and technical literature involves structured rational database, object-oriented database, semi-structured HTML/XML, free text, multimedia data etc. The differences of data format among these data sources lead to discrepancy and conflict during the data processing procedure.2) Different data standard: collected data file of scientific and technical literature may be displayed in various formats.3) Semantic ambiguity: Though attributes of one entity may be the same, ambiguity also exists because of difference of emphasis to solve the problem.4) Distributed feature: data is stored in different physical memorizer though Internet connects them logically. 5) Magnanimity and instantaneity. The chief problem about scientific and technical literature analysis is the acquisition and processing based on the characteristic of them. The second is to analyze the content of scientific and technical literature and find valuable technology and knowledge.

II. RELATED WORK

In general, processing methods for scientific and technical literature only implements some basic operation, such as document scanning, indexing and OCR, to support services of Web information retrieval and reading. Intelligent data reprocessing to scientific and technical literature is not achieved. The following problems need to be solved: 1) There are inevitably some processing or input errors in the stored scientific and technical literature. It’s difficult to recognize and process these errors manually in the huge amount of dataset so it’s necessary to employ intelligent preprocessing technology. 2) Different method of data processing leads to the diversity of data storage structure, data description method etc. Mapping and normalization methods of different structure and description need to be done. 3) For foreign databases, data needs to be exported from disk or website. The exported data format also should be transferred and data structure should be processed as needed. 4) More detailed information should be extracted from scientific and technical literature for data mining and analysis. It includes not only title, keywords, abstract, but also includes name disambiguation, organization disambiguation, quotation and full text. Current digital database cannot provide some information we described above, so it’s necessary to reprocess existing data. 5) Mining knowledge from huge scientific and technical literature, finding correlation among documents, analyzing and forecasting technology trends are hot topics in the field of information science whose foundation is scientific and technical literature resources. Though lots of foreign researcher studied data mining, data analysis and achieved exciting result, most of their study was based on high-quality and limited amount of data. In China, practical survey about data collection at library shows that there is a big gap between the quality of experiment data and factual data. The result of current technology is unpredictable if it is applied to factual data. What’s more, it’s important to analyze the correlation among different type of scientific and technical literature because its value of technology or research is higher than that of the literature in single domain or type.
III. ANALYSIS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL LITERATURE

The analysis of scientific and technical literature is focused on finding valuable information and solving some problems. At present, the analysis of scientific and technical papers or patents has been preliminarily implemented. For example, the analysis of scientific and technical policies is based on clustering analysis of scientific and technical policy documents. By word segmentation and results of statistical calculation, scientific and technical policies are refined and clustered according to the meaning of policies. Based on the clustering results, we can establish relationship between policies and enterprises by label word, provide related scientific and technical policy by clustering for users.

Vector Space Model (VSM) has been widely used in the area of information retrieval, text classification and document clustering in the recent 30 years. In VSM, if every word in the document is used to express a text vector, the vector is high-dimensional and very sparse. According to information theory, IDF is entropy of probability distribution of words under specific conditions, and TF can enhance the words’ weight to reflect the characteristic of words. So in this paper, the paper’s author extracted terms from scientific and technical literature rather than words so that the extracted features can reflect the content of document and the dimension of document vector can be reduced. The paper’s author had studied the method about extracting terms[2][3] from scientific and technical literature and the method can be found in paper[4]. In the paper, the correlation calculation for scientific and technical literature was realized based on VSM. In fact, that is, the correlation calculation for scientific and technical periodical papers and patents is realized by calculating similarity of term vectors. Because the type, structure and length of scientific and technical periodical paper and patent are different, so the paper’s author proposed formula (1) as follows:

\[ w = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \left( \log \frac{d(m, t)_{SC}}{d(m, t)_{SC} + d(m, t)_{TP}} \right) \left( \log \frac{N_{T}}{N_{T} + N_{P}} \right) \left( \log \frac{N_{T}}{N_{T} + N_{P}} \right) \]

And, \( df_{m-N} \): the frequency of term \( t \) in scientific and technical papers.

\( df_{m-N} \): the frequency of term \( t \) in scientific and technical papers.

\( L_{d-avg} \): the average length of scientific and technical papers.

\( L_{d} \): the length of single scientific and technical paper, that is, length of a scientific and technical paper containing term \( t \).

\( L_{p} \): the length of single scientific and technical patent, that is, length of a scientific and technical patent containing term \( t \).

\( L_{p-avg} \): the average length of scientific and technical patents.

IV. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION ABOUT SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL LITERATURE

Scientific and technical paper is a kind of academic literatures. It is the important output of research work about natural and social science. It can reflect basic research, applied research work, development trend of various disciplines and evaluate the work of researchers. It has important and practical significance. Patent contains the higher business value and more useful, technical and innovative knowledge than other types of scientific and technical literature. What’s more, there are many patent databases at home and abroad which contain patent documents in formative data format. It’s important to evaluate patent documents for patent information analysis and strategic research. Evaluation indexes for scientific and technical paper can be divided into three categories, including maternal literature, literature and social assessment information. To be more specific, evaluation indexes of scientific and technical paper include: 1) Indexes of maternal literature: type of maternal literature, impact factor of maternal literature. 2) Indexes of literature: financing type, citation frequency of literature, download frequency of literature, title of author. 3) Social assessment: prize winning, online citation, value of correlation between paper and patent. Because patents contain technical, legal and economic information, patents should be evaluated from three aspects. To be more specific, evaluation indexes of patent include: 1) Technical indexes of patent literature: type of patent, number of category, citation indicators, the number of patent claim, application distribution of patent, patent owner, value of correlation between paper and patent. 2) Economical indexes of patent literature: scale of patent family, exploitation of patent. 3) Legal indexes of patent literature: patent litigation, patent life, and patent extension.

Though evaluation indexes are different for different types of scientific and technical literatures, evaluation method is consistent. It’s necessary to determine weights of different indexes. To evaluate paper and patent comprehensively, the paper took experts’ advice and adopted some objective method such as Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)[5]. AHP was a classical method put forward by T.L.Saaty, a professor at University of Pittsburgh, based on network system theory and multi-objective integrated method. It considered a multi-objective decision problem as a system, divided goal into several sub-goals or criterions, and then grouped into several levels of multi-indicators. Through qualitative index and fuzzy quantification to calculate hierarchical single order and total order, as the goal, the decision system of multiple optimization can be established.

V. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

In order to validate our idea and method, we took new energy vehicles as an example, we processed data as follows: the number of papers is 7750, and the number of patents is 1263. Through the calculation of correlation between scientific and technical papers and patents mentioned above, the value
of correlation was used as one of indexes to participate in the evaluation of scientific and technical papers and patents. We evaluate two methods respectively. They are: unadopted the value of correlation index, adopted the value of correlation index. The calculated values of two methods were gotten in descending orders. If the calculated value of a paper or patent is higher, it shows that the importance of this paper or patent is greater. The results are shown in FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2.

FIGURE I. UNADOPTED THE VALUE OF CORRELATION INDEX

FIGURE II. ADOPTED THE VALUE OF CORRELATION INDEX

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed analysis methods about scientific and technical literature. Experimental results showed that the methods were reasonable, and had effectiveness on the evaluation of scientific and technical papers and patents. The research work in this paper provided a research foundation for the future research about scientific and technical literatures. The shortcoming of this paper was that the imperfection of the data quality. The research quality will be certainly improved in the future.
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